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G2E COVERAGE BEGINS
Beginning later this morning, Fantini Research will again be conducting its series
of One-on-One interviews with the CEOs of all major gaming equipment supplier
companies.
Conducted by Fantini Research CEO Frank Fantini, the interviews will provide
CEOs the forum to discuss their individual companies, industry trends and what to
expect out of G2E 2019.
The Fantini CEO One-on-Ones are sponsored by Ainsworth, which is also the
overall sponsor of Fantini’s G2E coverage.
On Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday, Fantini will be conducting its at-booth
product demos with all major companies and some emerging suppliers. This will allow
the industry to see the newest products directly from the trade show floor even after G2E
comes to a close.
IGT is the sponsor of all at-booth product demos.
Fantini will send out bulletins as content becomes available, or you can check
https://www.fantiniresearch.com/conventions/g2e/g2e-2019.html for routine updates.
In case you missed it, Fantini’s Pre-G2E Guide can also provide you some insight
on what to expect the rest of this week. It can be viewed at
https://www.fantiniresearch.com/images/pdf/Pre-G2E-2019-1.pdf.
Fantini’s other G2E sponsors include:
Everi – Interactive and Emerging Forms of Gaming Sponsor
Gaming Arts – G2E News Sponsor
GAN – Blog and Fantini’s Gaming Show Sponsor
Global Payments – Pre-G2E Guide Sponsor
Contact Associate Publisher Ashley Diem at adiem@fantiniresearch.com or 302531-6272 for any G2E-related questions.
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